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 “Old Herera, jump now!” Daniel shouted with a pale expression. 

Old Herera tied the rope of the grappling hook dug into a rock around him and then jumped down 

without hesitation. His hands rubbed against the rope, tearing his skin. However, he did not dare let go. 

The cave entrance was a hundred meters above the ground, and a fall from that height would be fatal 

for an ordinary person. 

A deep, muffled roar resounded again. Daniel immediately grabbed the rope and jumped down. Just as 

he leaped out of the cave, a humanoid monster covered in green fur appeared at the entrance. It stood 

two meters tall and had a pair of sharp white fangs in its mouth. Its eerie red eyes gave it the 

appearance of an ape or a monkey. 

An oppressive aura instantly filled the entire tomb chamber. “An… An Undead Corpse King.” Anders’ 

pupils contracted sharply, and he felt a shiver run through him from the top of his head. Even his heart 

rate had slowed down significantly. 

Nash had also sensed an extremely dangerous presence at this moment. 

The Undead Corpse King stood at the entrance, looking down at Old Herera and Daniel on the ground 

like a predator waiting for its prey to flee. Old Herera’s hands were covered in blood. 

 It was not until the two had run quite some distance that the Undead Corpse King 

 rocky ground. In the next second, his figure vanished. In the blink of an eye, Daniel was pinned to the 
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 Herera’s face as he turned back around and continued running forward. He could hear from behind him 
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After the Undead Corpse King devoured Daniel’s body, he then stood up, preparing to hunt down his 

next target. 

Old Herera used all his strength to run toward Anders, shouting, “Mr. Anders, save me!” 

The Undead Corpse King was incredibly fast, so fast that his movements were almost imperceptible to 

the naked eye. All that could be seen was a flash of green before he appeared in front of Old Herera. He 



reached out with hands that were crowned with dark nails and gripped Old Herera’s neck with a bloody, 

eerie smile. 

Three gunshots rang out as the bullets hit the back of the Undead Corpse King’s head. However, they 

seemed merely like small stones striking a sandbag, unable to penetrate the Undead Corpse King’s skin. 

“H-How is this possible?” Xeno’s eyes widened in disbelief. His gold-plated gun had been specially 

customized to have more than three times its original power. Normally, no living creature could 

withstand a bullet from it. 

Even a martial artist like Nash, who was of the Profound Reality Realm, would not really dare allow 

themselves to be hit by these bullets. 

There was a roar. 

 


